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A relation between equilibrium, steady state, and waiting-time-dependent dynamical two-time correlation 
functions in dense glass-forming liquids subject to homogeneous steady shear flow is discussed. The systems 
under study show pronounced shear thinning, i.e., a significant speedup in their steady-state slow relaxation as 
compared to equilibrium. An approximate relation that recovers the exact limit for small waiting times is 
derived following the integration through transients (ITT) approach for the nonequilibrium Smoluchowski 
dynamics, and is exemplified within a schematic model in the framework of the mode-coupling theory of the 
glass transition (MCT). Computer simulation results for the tagged-particle density correlation functions cor
responding to wave vectors in the shear-gradient directions from both event-driven stochastic dynamics of a 
two-dimensional hard-disk system and from previously published Newtonian-dynamics simulations of a three
dimensional soft-sphere mixture are analyzed and compared with the predictions of the ITT-based approxima
tion. Good qualitative and semiquantitative agreement is found. Furthermore, for short waiting times, the 
theoretical description of the waiting time dependence shows excellent quantitative agreement to the simula
tions. This confirms the accuracy of the central approximation used earlier to derive fluct1lation dissipation 
ratios [M. Kriiger and M. Fuchs, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 135701 (2009)]. For intermediate waiting times, the 
correlation functions decay faster at long times than the stationary ones. This behavior is predicted by our 
theory and observed in simulations. 

PACS number(s): 82.70.Dd, 64.70.P-, 05.70.Ln, 83.60.Df 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The application of shear flow to dense liquids can dra
matically change their transport and relaxation processes. 
Even if the time scale set by the applied shear rate y is slow 
compared to a typical single-particle relaxation time TO (i.e., 
the Peclet number Peo= YTo «: 1), it can interfere with and 
supersede the slow relaxation times T" of the system (i.e., the 
"dressed" Peclet, or Weissenberg number Pe=YT,,~ 1). In 
this case, the slow relaxation of the system is usually found 
to be accelerated hy [he shear flow, a phenomenon known 
from colloidal suspensions as shear thinning, because a pro
nounced decrease in the apparent viscosity results. To this 
decrease corresponds an increase in the single-particle diffu
sivities. These changes in transport processes are found even 
if the average static structure of the system (at least as mea
sured through two-point correlation functions) changes only 
slightly. 

The drastic change from equilibrium to steady-state trans
port properties begs the question about transient dynamics: 
what happens if such a slowly relaxing liquid is suddenly 
subjected to shear, regarding its dynamical correlations as the 
system progresses from equilibrium toward its steady state? 
One can investigate these effects most easily by looking at 
the waiting-time dependent dynamical two-time correlation 
functions: switching on the external shear flow at t=O, one 
measures the correlations of dynamical variables between 
some waiting time tw>O, and a correlation time t=tw+T 
> two Of particular interest are the so-called transient corre
lation functions, obtained for t",=O, to be compared with the 
reference cases of equilibrium and steady state. 

In the present contribution, we address this issue by pre
senting an approximate relationship between these three rel-

evant types of dynamical two-point correlation functions. 
Recently, the dynamical evolution after switching on shear 
flow of stcady rate Y has been addressed [I] by a combina
tion of techniques: theoretically, in the framework of mode
coupling theory (MCT) for colloidal rheology and an 
integration-through transients (ITT) approach, experimen
tally, using confocal microscopy, and with computer simula
tion for a damped Newtonian-dynamics model. All three 
methods yield a consistent picture: a shear stress (y(t) builds 
up at t > 0 after switch on, but does not grow monotonically 
toward its steady-state value (J'",. It rather exhibits an inter
mediate "overshoot" at times corresponding to an overall 
strain y= Yt = 0.1. Such stress overshoot phenomena are in 
fact well known not only in colloidal suspensions [2-5], but 
despite their ubiquity, their microscopic origin, in particular 
for the fully homogencous flow profiles studied, remains 
somewhat vague. In Ref. [IJ, simulations were able to con
nect it to a sudden change in the mean-squared displacement 
(MSD) of a tracer particle: even for the directions perpen
dicular to the shear flow where no explicit advection occurs, 
one observes a superdiffusive regime as the transient MSD, 
or2(t,tw=0), leaves the equilibrium curve around y=O.1, to 
cross over to the (much larger) steady-state value which it 
reaches at y= 1. In this regime, MD simulations found mo
tion to be almost ballistic, or2(t=0.l! y,O) = r with x=2. In 
experiment (closer to Brownian dynamics), this superdiffu
sion was not as pronounced, still yielding x larger than I. 
Within MCT-ITT and an additional ad hoc approximation 
akin to a generalized Stokes-Einstein relation, it was shown 
that the stress overshoot and superdiffusion can be directly 
connected and originate from an overrelation of microscopic 
stresses: the transient stress autocorrelation function (called a 
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dynamical shear modulus) does not decay monotonically to 
zero, but exhibits a "dip" in the corresponding strain regime 
where it becomes slightly negative just before reaching its 
zero long-time limit. 

Thus, the details on the evolution from equilibrium dy
namics to far-from-equilibrium dynamics under shear are en
coded in transient correlation functions. This raises a twofold 
interest in these transient correlation functions: first, given 
information on both equilibrium and the steady state, what 
can one infer about the transient dynamics? Second, recalling 
that MCT and ITT generically build upon the transient cor
relation functions, can one test their generic implications? 

The relationship among the various two-point dynamical 
correlation functions that we present in the following, builds 
upon the ITT formalism, without explicit reference to MCT. 
It should thus hold quite generally, at least qualitatively. We 
demonstrate this by comparing with computer-simulation 
data for both a Brownian and a non-Brownian system. For 
dense liquids and colloidal suspensions in equilibrium, it is a 
well-tested paradigm, that the long-time behavior of the cor
relation functions does not (up to an overall time unit) de
pend on the type of short-time motion, be it ballistic (New
tonian dynamics) or diffusive (Brownian colloidal particles). 
This in fact defines the regimc of quiescent "structural relax
ation," where slow relaxation processes arising from collec
tive caging of particles govern the dynamics of the system. 

This equivalence of Newtonian and Brownian systems 
does not need to hold far from equilibrium, although similar 
shear-thinning effects are seen both in colloidal suspensions 
and atomistic metallic melts alike. Indeed, differences were 
observed regarding the extent of superdiffusive motion in the 
transient MSD [1]. Note that in the MD simulations of Ref. 
[1], shear was implemented through the boundaries of the 
(periodically repeated) simulation box only, by Lees
Edwards boundary conditions. Hence, particles at the center 
of the box remain at rest also for a short time after switching 
on the flow, until a linear shear profile propagates from the 
boundaries toward the center. It was argued that this time 
scale is short compared to the Yt "" 0.1 of interest. In Brown
ian dynamics, the issue can be set aside, as there one imme
diately modifies the solvent fiow profile throughout the box 
when implementing shear (in addition to Lees-Edwards 
boundary conditions). This situation also being closer to 
what MCT-ITT models, is another motivation to complement 
the MD simulation data already partially discussed in Ref. 
[1] with new simulations incorporating diffusive short-time 
motion. 

The peculiar features of the transient correlation functions 
not only highlight possible differences in the nonequilibrium 
response of the different system types. They also provide 
direct tests of the MCT-ITT formalism. At the core of ITT is 
a reformulation of nonequilibrium averages in terms of his
tory integrals over equilibrium averages where the full non
equilibrium time dependence is kept in the evolution of the 
dynamical variables. In the case of steady shear, this is pre
cisely the transient correlation function measurable in experi
ment or simulation where a shear /low is switched 011 imme
diately at t=O. 

While the transient (tlV=O) correlation function is the 
natural object to be treated in MCT-ITT, steady state and 

more generally tlV-dependent correlation functions have, in 
this approach, to be calculated afterwards. Our main result 
here enables MCT-ITT to do just that: by obtaining equilib
rium and transient correlation functions from any theory, cor
relators for all tlV can be expressed. 

The paper is structured as follows: after some notational 
clariflcation (Sec. II), we present in Sec. III the main theo
retical derivation of our formulas. Section IV is devoted to a 
schematic-MCT illustration of the results, while Sec. V pre
sents the analysis of computer-simulation data. Section VI 
concludes the discussion. 

II. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 

Givcn two dynamical fiuctuating variables of and og, i.e., 
functions with zero average (in the equilibrium as well as the 
tlV-dependent ensemble) that depend on the state-point r of 
the system, one defines the two-poinl correlation function 
Cf8(t,tlV) for t"2:.tIV [6J, 

Cf8(t,t,J = J J drdr' og(f)p(r,tir',tlV)oj(r')\j!r)r'). 

(1) 

Here, p(r,t I 1" , tw) denotes the conditional probability that 
the system resides at state point r at time t=tw+ 7, given it 
was at state point r I at time tlV. '1'1 (I") is the probability 
that the system is at J" at time tw, Wand of course just the 
(nonequilibrium) distribution function. The latter is assumed 
to be equal to the equilibrium distribution for times t < 0, 
\j!r<o(r)=\j!eCr), and to asymptotically reach a time
independent steady state for long times, \j!1~~(f)=\j!sCf). 
These reference limits define the equilibrium and steady
state ensemble averages, 

(2a) 

(2b) 

The conditional probability Pin Eq. (1) encodes the dy
namics of the system. subject to the external field. We will 
use the following property [6]: for the case of switching on a 
constant shear flow, p(r, tw+ 71I~ I, tlV) becomes independent 
on tw for all tIV > O. For Brownian dynamics, this means that 
both \j!r and P obey the same differential (Smoluchowski) 
equatio~: i.e., the underlying stochastic process is assumed to 
have a Markovian property [7]. As long as '1'r er') evolves, 
the correlation function Cfg(t,tw) will depend ~~ its two time 
arguments separately; we will generally call these functions 
"waiting-time dependent" (for waiting time t,V>. When it is 
clear from the context, we omit the superscript denoting the 
variables and abbreviate Cr (7) == C(tIV + 7,1",). Wbile poten
tially interesting, we igno;~ correlation functions formed 
with tw < 0 and t > O. Figure I schematically summarizes the 
sequence of correlation and measurement times. 

As tw-"x, the steady-state correlation function is ap
proached, which we denote by CxC7)==C(t,+'oo). Corre-
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the times appearing in the 
two-point correlation functions, Eg. (1): waiting time tw>O, mea
surement time t, and correlation time 7=t-tw >0. t=O corresponds 
to the time where homogeneous, linear shear flow is instantaneouslv 
switched on. -

spondingly, as tlV < -7, one obtains the equilibrium correla
tion function, CeC 7) == C(t, -'X) for t < O. Both C (7) and 
Ce( 7) are functions of the time difference 7 only. Among the 
general waiting-time dependent correlation functions, a par
ticular role is played by the tlV=O case: recalling '1fO='l'e' we 
recognize the so-called transient correlation function Cor 7) 
==C(t,O), where the time evolution as determined by the 
transition rates P is the nonequilibrium one, but averaging is 
performed with the equilibrium distribution. 

Note that we do not in general assume Ce( 7) to decay to 
zero for 7-4 x: in (idealized) glass states, it attains a finite 
positive long-time limit, called the nonergodicity factor or 
glass form factor [8]. 

In comparing with computer simulations, we set for sim
plicity /=g to be the one-particle microscopic number den
sity, (if=exp[iq· rs] with wave vector q and the position of 
the singled-out particle rs' To further simplify the discussion, 
we restrict ourselves to wave vectors perpendicular to the 
flow direction. This obliterates the need of introducing wave
vector advection in order to account for the affine motion 
imposed by the shear [9]. 

Connected to the zero-wave-vector limit of tagged
particlc dcnsity fluctuations is thc MSD, 

8r2(t,tlV) = J J drdr'[rs(r) - rs(r')f 

X p(r,tlr' ,tlV)'l't (1"), 
w 

(3) 

also schematically written as 8?(t, tw) = ([rs(t) - rs(tw) F)Si 
where ( ... )Sl denotes averaging over particles and runs as 
done in a simulation. Again, the MSD comes in its equilib
rium [8r;( 7) J, steady-state [8r;.( 7)], and transient [8r~( 7) J 
varieties. The MSD under shear is different for the different 
Cartesian directions. At long times it is only diffusive if 
taken in directions perpendicular to the shear direction, to 
which we restrict here. 

We generally consider a system of N spherical particles 
without internal degrees of freedom, enclosed in a volume V. 
Choosing units, we set the thermal energy kBT= I through
out. For the stochastic-dynamics simulations as well as the 
theory, we assume diffusive short-time motion governed by a 
bare diffusion coefficient Do= I; we do not take into account 

explicit solvent or hydrodynamic interactions among the par
ticles. A typical interaction diameter of the particles, u= I , 
sets the unit length. 

We choose coordinates such that the external flow acts in 
the Cartesian x-direction (called flow direction), and varies 
along y (called gradient direction). In 3D, the system is in
variant along the z-axis (neutral direction). Thus, the velocity 
field induced by the shear can be written as vCr) = yYx with 
the velocity-gradient tensor K= yxy, where x is a unit vector 
in the direction of x. 

III. MICROSCOPIC THEORY 

Within the ITT formalism, we now derive expressions for 
the time-dependent correlation functions of interest. We be
gin by recalling the exact starting points of ITT, before in
troducing approximations that lead to our final result, pre
sented in Sec. III C. 

A. Integration through transients 

For the theoretical derivation, assume interaction forces 
among the particles to be Fi=-iJP (i= I, .. . N), where V is 
the total potential energy of the system. In the thermody
namic limit, the particle distribution function 'll'r(r) of the 
Brownian system subject to homogeneous shear now de
scribed by the velocity-gradient tensor K(1), is then taken to 
obey the Smoluchowski equation [IO,IIJ, 

(ft'l'tCr) = D(t)'l't(l'), (4a) 

Here, D is the Smoluchowski operator (SO), consisting of 
the equilibrium (quiescent) contribution, De= 2:iiJd iJi- FJ, 
and the nonequilibrium term representing homogeneous 
driving. For the case considered here (switching on constant 
shear flow of rate yat t=O), 8fi(t)=8D==-2:A·K·ri inde
pendent on t for t > 0 and zero else. Hence, 

{
He for t < 0, 

H(t) = . 
D(Y} for t> 0, 

(5) 

where D(Y) does not depend on time. The equilibrium distri
bution function '\{1e is the stationary solution of Eq. (4) with
out shear, De '\{1e == 0, viz. 'l'e cc exp( -VI kBT). Including shear, 
D(}')'\{1s= 0 defines the stcady-state distribution. Tn this sta
tionary state, the distribution function is time-shift invariant 
as in equilibrium, but the system is not in thermal equilib
rium due to a nonvanishing probability current [12]. 

The ITT formalism allows to reformulate the nonequilib
rium averages formed with the (unknown) tlV-dependent dis
tribution 'l'tov in terms of equilibrium averages. Formally 
solving the Smoluchowski equation, Eq. (4), as an integral 
equation with the boundary condition 'l'(t=O)='1f e, one gets 
for tw2:0, 

tii ft w (.) 'l'(t ) = en tw'l' = '\{1 + dsD(Y)en Ys'\{1 wee . e' 
o 

(6) 

Recalling D(Y)'l' e= i5D'l'e= YUxy'l'e [l1J, integration by parts 
yields 



with the microscopic (potential) stress tensor element 
(J'xy=-'i.;FfYi [II]. Here, nt ='i.i[ai+Fi+ri· KIJ ai is the op
erator adjoint to n(Y). With tw-'x, the steady-state average 
in Eq. (I) immediately follows 

The Smoluchowski equation, Eq. (4), is also taken to 
determine the conditional probability P appearing in Eq. (1), 
and thus, 16,IIJ, for tw>O, P(f,tw+Tlf',tw) 
=exp[n(Y)T]o(f-f'). Rewriting in terms of the adjoint op
erator, this gives 

(9a) 

and, for the transient correlation function, 

(9b) 

Note its distinction from the equilibrium correlation func
tion, where the equilibrium adjoint SO, n;, appears, 

(9c) 

For the general two-time correlation function at finite tIV > 0, 
inserting into Eq. (7) gives 

This equation is formally exact, although the evaluation of 
the dynamical three-point average in the integral will gener
ally be hard. We are therefore forced to introduce approxi
mations at this point. 

B. Approximations for correlation functions 

To simplify the discussion, we now restrict ourselves to 
autocorrelation functions (oj=og) of dynamical fluctuations 
without explicit shear advection, r5j=j({Yi,ZJ). Similar re
sults can be expected for correlation functions involving 
shear-advected quantities (i.e., dynamical variables explicitly 
depending also on positions Xi along the shear flow), but one 
then has to be careful in first extracting the aftlne transfor
mations induced by the steady shear. 

To obtain a tractable expression for the general 
(IV-dependent correlation function, let us apply a familiar 
identity in the Zwanzig-Mori operator formalism (cf. Equa
tion (11) in Ref. [13] and also Ref. [14]): introducing a pro
jector onto oj, Pf = Of>(ol'o/>-I(ol', with complement Qf 
= 1-Pf' we get from Eq. (0), 

with the restricted time evolution operator 

We thus identify two contributions to the difference be
tween the nonequilibrium waiting-time-dependent correlator 
and the transient one. The first is aT-independent renormal
ization of the equal-time value and corresponds, e.g., to the 
difference of distorted and equilibrium static structure factor 
if tw--+ x [9,15]' Note that in Ref. [9J, only this term for the 
difference of the correlators is considered. It vanishes for 
tagged-particle density fluctuations, since with oj 
=exp[iq· rsJ, the average of ol' oj is unity in any ensemble. 

The second term contains a more complicated dependence 
on both tw and 1', and cannot easily be evaluated. But one 
recognizes that inserting a projector onto (J'xy before the ol' 
term allows to factorize the integral according to the differ
ent time dependences. The right-hand part containing 
U(T-T') then becomes proportional to «(J'xy0l'U(T-T')O/>, 
for which the operator identity that led to Eq. (II) can be 
rolled back by noting «(J'xyol' o/> =0 due to symmetry (ol' oj 
is symmetric in coordinates X and Y, while (J'xy is antisym
metric). Thus, assuming the dominant part of the last integral 
in Eq. (1) to be given by the projection of oj onto (J'xy' we 
get 

where we have abbreviated the static renormalization by 
aitIV) = 1 + H~wds«(J'xy exp[nts]ol'o/>/(ol' o/>. In Refs. 
[12,16] the simplified vcrsion with aitw) = 1 was considered 
which, again, holds exactly for tagged particle dynamics. 

Note that formally, we had to introduce a projector P ()" 
= (TXy)«(J'Xy(J'xytl«(J'XY that is ill-defined for the casc of hard 
spheres, as there, the instantaneous shear modulus «(J'xy(J'xy) 
diverges [17,18]' However, we only require 

(14) 

i.e., the integrated normalized shear modulus [11,19-221, to 
exist. We assume that this integral can be regularized for 
hard spheres, as outlined in Appendix. 

The remaining correlation function in Eq. (13) is nothing 
but the waiting-time derivative of C{ (1') at (w=O [12], as is 
immediately clear from taking the (IV-derivative on both sides 
of Eq. (10), 



(15) 

It describes the initial change of the two-time correlator with 
tw at fixed correlation-time window T. Our approximation 
then reads 

and Eq. (13) can be interpreted as "coupling at tw-->O," in
corporating the exact result to first order in tw: recalling 
O'(tw)=tw+O(t~) and a(tw) = 1 +O(t~), 

(17) 

Equation (13) extends this identity to finite tw by accounting 
for the static change aitw) exactly (in principle), and relat
ing the further tw dependence to the integrated shear modulus 
0'. 

We still have to close this approximation by relating the 
waiting-time derivative to known correlation functions. As 
was shown in Refs. [12, 16J, one can, using integration by 
parts and the identity (sn t 0/=0, arrive at 

~cJ(T)1 = =(0.f011teD
tToi>= ;! Cf(T)_(o.fOtentT(5f';. 

ot.,.., fIV fIV 0 ilT 0 e 

(18) 

This equation highlights the connection of the waiting-time 
derivative to time derivatives of correlation functions: the 
derivative of the transient correlator C~( T) has two parts, one 
containing the equilibrium operator OJ, and one containing 
the nonequilibrium shear-induced oot. The former term cor
responds to the short-time dynamics of the correlation func
tion, unaffected by shear as long as Peo ~ 1, while the latter 
term, the waiting-time derivative, is governed by the shear
induced decay of the correlator at long times. 

The eqUilibrium derivative n!o.f in the last term of Eq. 
(18) de-correlates quickly as the particles loose memory of 
their initial motion even without shear. In this case, the latter 
term is the time derivative of the equilibrium correlator, 
C~(T). A shear flow switched on at T=O will generally lead to 
even faster decorrelation, prompting us to approximate eDt, 

= en! 'P ~-n!r efl t '. This approximation used in the last term 
in Eq. (18) as well as in C~( T) leads to 

and thus 

(a.fn; exp[OtTJaj) 

(a.f exp[ntiJaj) 

(a.fn! exp[n;TJaj) 

(a.f exp[n;TJaj) 

. t" t _ C~( T) iJ J 

(arne" 'oj) = ---D(T). 
e C~(T)()r e 

Inserting this approximation in Eq. (18) yields [12J 

(19) 

(20) 

(2I) 

The two terms in this equation have an intuitive interpreta
tion: if YT~ 1, there holds C~( T) = C~( T)+O( YT) [18J, and the 
right hand side of Eq. (21) cancels in leading order in YT. 
This is expected on physical grounds, since the short-time 
decay of the correlation function is independent of tw at least 
for small two For T=O, Eq. (21) yields zero exactly, in agree
ment with Eq. (I5), where (UXyaraj)=O due to symmetry. 
On the other hand, for YT=O(1) with Pe'}> 1 (i.e., the relax
ation time of Ce( T) is much larger than the shear-induced 
relaxation time 0(1/ y)), the last term in Eq. (21) vanishes, 
and the waiting-time derivative is given by the time deriva
tive of the transient correlator. We thus refer to the term on 
the left hand side and the last term in Eq. (21) as long-time 
and short-time derivatives, respectively. 

The approximation leading to Eq. (21) can further be 
made plausible by considering states that are glassy in the 
quiescent equilibrium; setting the second term on the right
hand side to zero, and writing out the derivatives, one gets 

(22) 

for small &. This embodies the physical argument that at 
large times, whenever the equilibrium dynamics is frozen 
and the transient correlator is on the plateau, shear effects set 
in as function of t rather than T. 

C. Relation for the two-time correlator 

Equations (21) and (16) taken together yield an approxi
mation that allows us to study the waiting-time dependence 
of the non-equilibrium two-time correlation function, 

ct (T) = C~(T){ aitw) + O'(t.,..,) :)lnIC~( T)I- InIC~( T)IJ } . 

(23) 

A brief discussion of this result might be in order. First, we 
recognize that for weak shear, Pe~ 1, the second term in Eq. 
(23) does not contribute, as in this regime C~( T) = C~( T), and 
hence the normalized waiting-time dependent correlation 
function likewise does not change. This ensures that we cor
rectly recover linear response. On the other hand, for Pe 
'}> 1, the derivative of the transient correlation function will 
dominate the second term in the equation. 

Let us also note the equivalent approximation to Eq. (23) 
for the mean-squared displacement, easily derived from the 
q -> 0 limit of the corresponding tagged-particle density cor
relation function. Considering the y or z direction for 
simplicity, 

2 • 1- Cf( T) 
8z (T) = lIm 2 ' 

q--O q 
(24) 

where a/=exp[iqzsJ with Zs the z coordinate of the tagged 
particle. Performing the q->O limit in Eq. (23) directly 
yields (recall that ailw) == 1 for tagged-particle density fluc
tuations) 



(25) 

Considering only directions perpendicular to the shear direc
tion, the MSD is linear in time for long times, i.e., &2( r) 
~ r as r--> x. If yr?> 1 (and thus j1?> 1), it is plausible that 
the transient MSD describes the same diffusivity as the sta
tionary one, and the time-derivatives of the two functions 
have to be equal in that limit, as reproduced by Eq. (25). 

Equations (23) and (25) constitute our main theoretical 
result: calculating, e.g., c-6( r) and c~( r) within MCT, the 
above equations give access to the general waiting-time de
pendent C{ (r), including the steady-state correlation func
tion usually'measured in experiments. 

The equations can also be rewritten in order to determine 
the transient correlation function from the more common
place equilibrium and steady-state ones. To this end, note 
that Eq. (23) is solved by 

c-6( r) = e-lX.ftw)r/if(tw)C~( i) 

f
T e-ajt)(T-s)/if(t,v! C f (s) 

1 ) ~ d + ee(r _ -1- s. 
o O"(tw) ee(s) 

(26) 

Taking tw --> x yields an expression determining the transient 
correlator c-6( r) in terms of both the equilibrium one, C~( r), 
and the stationary one, C~( r). For small waiting times, 
iT(tw)=tw+O(t~) can be used, and for tagged-particle corre
lation functions where IX/tlV ) = I, no unknown parameters re
main in Eq. (26). For the mean-squared displacement, a simi
lar transform holds, 

f
T &; (s) - &;(s) 

&~( r) = ai( r) + e-( T-s)/iJ(1w) w ds. (27) 
e 0 iT(tJ 

Incidentally, these forms are also, for direct testing with 
computer-simulation data, more stable numerically than Eqs. 
(23) and (25) as they do not involve time-derivatives. We 
will therefore use them primarily in Sec. V where we use 
C~(r) and C{ (r) taken from computer-simulation data to as
sess the quality of the approximation by comparing the cal
culated and simulated c-6( r). 

IV. SCHEMATIC MCT MODEL 

In this section, we visualize the physical content of Eqs. 
(23) and (25) by choosing a simple toy model for calculating 
the transient two-time correlation functions. For the purpose 
of our discussion, it is easiest to choose a schematic model of 
mode-coupling theory, as these models are very successful 
both in analyzing real-world data and for understanding the 
generic features of colloidal systems under shear. 

A. Schematic equations 

Let us consider a single, normalized transient correlation 
function Co( r) = 4>( r), to represent the collective density
fluctuation cOiTelators for some dominant (nearest-neighbor) 
length scale. Recently, a schematic model allowing to treat 
arbitrarily time-dependent flow has been proposed [23], 

whose equations of motion in the case of steady simple shear 
reduce to 

(2Sa) 

(2Sb) 

(2Sc) 

(2Sd) 

Here, h 1l2(a) are ad hoc forms for the strain-induced reduc
tion of the memory kernel, inspired by the appearance of 
similarly time dependent terms in the original MeT vertices 
due to wave-vector advection. Its precise form is not crucial, 
and we follow the choice of Ref. [23J by choosing a simple 
decaying function that is even in the strain. There, I'c=O.1 
was introduced to model the typical cage-breaking length 
scale: strains of about 10% mark the point where noticeable 
strain reduction of memory effects sets in. 1 / ro is an initial 
decay rate that serves to set the unit of time. 

For y=O, Eqs. (2S) reduce to the well-known F12 model 
of quiescent MCT [24J, whose solutions provide the equilib
rium correlator 4>e(r). Setting hI(a)= I (but keeping h2) re
duces our model to the F\~ model [ISJ, originally proposed 
for the analysis of steady shear tlows. This model provides 
excellent fits to the flow curves from large scale simulations 
[25J, and the extension setting hI = h2 does not qualitatively 
change these flow curves, while keeping a closer connection 
to the more general time-dependent fiows [23]. 

The FI2 model has glass transitions along a line of cou
pling parameters (vLv~), where the long time limit f 
= lim, "YC 4>e( r) jumps discontinuously from zero to its criti
cal value f". The choice v~ = 2 is known to yield good agree
ment with the asymptotic features expected for the hard
sphere glass transition; it implies v~=2(\"2-I). The 
separation parameter s then serves to quantify the distance to 
the transition: we set (Vl>v2)=(vLv~)(1 +};) such that s > 0 
indicates glassy states, s < 0 tIuid ones. 

In order to evaluate Eq. (23), we further need a sehematic
model version of Eq. (14) yielding iJ(tw). We let [12,16] 

I ft w 

0'( tlV) = - <jJ( s)ds , 
3 0 

(29) 

which can be regarded as a schematic version of the gener
alized Green-Kubo relation derived within ITT and the MCT 
approximation [23J, where we approximate the dynamical 
shear modulus G(s) = <p(s)/3, a reasonable approximation in 
particular at long times. The factor 1/3 accounts for the fact 
that the plateau in the shear modulus is empirically found to 
be smaller than that of the correlator. In fact, Eq. (29) ne
glects prefactors and an anisotropic wave-vector integral that 
appears in the microscopic Green-Kubo relation; this means 
also that we have lost the correct description of the stress 
overshoot. To include this effect, one would need to evaluate 
Eq. (29) microscopically, as done e.g., in Ref. [I J. Equation 



(29) is thus to be regarded merely as a plausible closure that 
incorporates the structure of MCT-ITT that Ef(t,J is domi
nated by an integral over the density correlation functions, 
effectively cut off by the slow relaxation time of those corr
elators. 

Equations analogous to Eqs. (28) hold for the schematic 
transient tagged-particle correlation function qf( T); the only 
difference is in the precise form of the mode-coupling kernel 
m'(a), Eq. (28c). Its microscopic expression for tagged
particle dell sity flu ctuations call be worked out [26], and will 
be discussed elsewhere. For our purpose, we copy the form 
of the well-known schematic quiescent tagged-particle 
model, the so-called Sjogren model, ':'I'"(a)=u,qJ(a)ql(a). 
Here, a coupling coc ffi cient u, > O appears that describes the 
strength of the tagged-particle coupling to the collective den
sity fluctuations. Thi s paramctcr plays no qualitative rolc in 
thc furth er discussion ; we fix it to u,=5. 

The transient MSD (in the neutral or gradient direction) is 
the solution of a simi lar memory equation, cf. Refs [ 1,27], 

TO Oz6(T) + fm'(T-T') 0z6(T')dT'=2T, (30) 

where we denote the schematic-model transient MSD by 8i6 
in order to avoid confusion with its microscopic counterpart. 
In principle, its memory kernel will not be identical to the 
one appearing in the tagged-particle-correlator equation, but 
the MCT approximation for the self-density ll11ctllations im
ply that both these memory kernels are bilinear functional s 
of (/) and (/f, so that they can be approximated as equal on the 
schematic level. Note however that in' must be a single-time 
function, as is found in the full microscopic derivation [26], 
in order to recover long-time diffusion . We therefore set 
m.'(a)=h, (a)m'(a). 

B. Results of the schematic model 

We now turn to a discussion of the central Eqs . (23) and 
(25) with the aid of the schematic transient and equilibrium 
co rrclators and MSD de fin cd in the previous secti on. In order 
to highlight the non-trivial effect of the waiting time, we set 
a = I now, keeping all correlators normalized to unity at T 

=/-/IV=O. Figure 2 shows results for q), (T), the schematic 
waiting-time dependent correlator calculat~d via Eq. (23) (re
placing the general correlation functions Ce and C, with the 
schematic ones, 4)e and 4), , omitting the /IV-subs~ript only 
for the transient function (/;). A glassy state was chosen, t; 

= 10-3, so that (/)e( T) attains a finit e long- time limitf, and the 
decay of 4), (T) as T-4CC is sol ely due to the shear flow. In 
this case, th~ last term in Eq. (23) vanishes at long times, and 
the time derivative of the remaining term is negative for all 
T. The decay of the transient correlator from the plateau can 
be well approximated by ep( T) = f exp[ -( YTf yJ IL] with ex
ponent f.L= 1.2, i.e., it shows "compressed exponential" be
havior as a signature of the nonsteady dynamics. Recall that 
in equilibrium colloidal suspensions, f.L > 1 is excluded by 
the properties of the Smoluchowski operator [28,29]' Ap
proximating the decay for argument's sake as a simple expo
nential , we immediately see that (P, (T) = (/)( T)[ 1- yEf(tIV) ] 
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Dynamical two-time correlation func
tions, Eq. (23), using the FI, ~) model [ 18] as input for the transient 
cOlTelator, in the glass (0 = 10- \ see text) at shear rate YTo= 10-9, for 
various waiting times I,v as indicated (curves from top to bottom); 
thick lines indicate the transient (/",= 0) and steady-state (/",= x ) 
correlators. The dotted line represents the equilibrium correlation 
[·uncti on. Thc lower ranel di splays thl: final decay as a i"unction of 
strain y(/- 1",) . 

for YT=O(1) . Since Ef(%) remains fillite, Eq. (23) indeed 
describes the asymptotic approach to a steady-state correlator 
q),AT) as /IV ->OC. As seen in the fi gure, thi s approach occurs 
on a time scale Y/ 'v = 5%. The difference between steady
state and transient correlation functions becomes noticeable 
only once the correlation functions decay from their plateau, 
at YT= 0.00 I; it vanishes as the functions decay to zero and 
is most pronounced around YT= 0.0 I . 

In the liquid, ~~ < 0, similar effects as those described 
above are seen, but only in a regime where Pe= YTlY ~ I , 
where T" is a time scale characterizing the slow relaxation of 
the equilibrium correlator (/)e( T) (the "a" time scale in glassy 
liquids). definin g the dressed Pec lct number. In thi s case, 
again, the last term in Eq . (23) can be dropped as a small 
correction, as (Pe ( T) = f, its plateau value, for T= I f y. This is 
visualized in Fig. 3, where results for various E and different 
shear rates y are shown. For Pe ~ I (and Peo ~ 1), curves on 
both sides of the glass transition show qualitatively identical 
evolution with /",. However, in the liquid, a linear-response 
regime exists for Pe ~ J, where Eqs. (28) describe a transient 
correlator that is itself unaffected by shear, q)( T) = epe( T). 
Thi s is exemplifi ed by the top ri ght cu rve of Fig. 3, where a 
liquid state of the F 12 model with small shear rate corre
sponding to Pe= YT,,= 10-2 was chosen. Equation (23) then 
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FIG. 3. Transient (solid lines) and stationary (dashed lines) cor
relation functions of the schematic model for three state points: top 
curves demonstrate 8=- 10- ' (l iquid with cy relaxation time 7",.1 7"0 

=0(107) , shi fted by 0.8 vertically), middle curves f;=O (transition 
point, shi fted by 0.4), bottom curves 8= 10-:1 (glass). Shear rates are 
Peo= Y7"o= 10-211- 1 with 11.= 1, . .. 4 (left to right). 

correctly describes the fact that all (",-dependent correlation 
functions are equal. Note that this holds possibly only up to 
a normalization expressed by a (t",) , re fl ccti ng the fac t that 
the static structure may be distorted by shear. 

In the ideal g lass, the qu iescent relaxati on time is infi ni te. 
and hence no linear-response regime exists. Instead, the tran
sient correlator c/J( 7") decays on a time scale 0 (1/1') for ar
bitrarily small shear rates. Hence, for large enough 1'7" and 
l' , 0 , Eq. (23) becomes invariant under the transformation 
T H YT and t ", t-> Yt", in the glass. This yields a nontrivial 
prediction, namely, that the difference between transient and 
steady-state correlators in the shear-molten glass does not 
vanish as 1/ -+ 0. Rather, a scaling limit is exhibited if one 
considers the correlation functions on rescaled times YT, 
where both the transient and the stationary correlators attain 
(different) master curves. The approach to this scaling is 
demonstrated by Fig. 4, where the f: > 0 curves o f Fig. 3 are 
reproduced as functions of YT. One clearl y identifi es the ap
proach to two master functions looking at the lowest two 
shear rates, YTo= 10- 9 and YTo= 10- 7

. One notes a lso that the 
scaling is only approached for rather small shear rates, and 
Lhlls not easil y veri fi ed. Although thi s non analyti c lim it pre-
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Transient (solid) and stationary (dashed 
lines) correlators of the schematic model in the glass, 8= 10-" fo r 
shear rates Peo= 10-""- 1, 11. = 1, .. .4 (curves from top to bottom). 
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FIG. 5. Transient (solid) and stationary (dashed ) mean-squared 
displacements in the schematic model, Eqs. (25) and (30), for a 
glassy state, E= 10-" with shear rates Peo= Y7"o= 10-211 - 1, II. 

= 1, . . . 4 (from left to right). The quiescent equilibrium MSD is 
shown as a dotted line. 

sents an interes ting tesL of MeT, it will in ge nera l he diffi cult 
to probe in simulation, as one would need to construct tran
sient correlation functions in the properly ensemble-averaged 
glassy ini tial state. The physical reason behind this nonana
lytic limit is the existence of a dynamical yie ld stress pre
dicted by the theory, rendering the 1'--+ 0 limit under steady 
shear a singular one. 

Figure 4 demonstrates another preasymptotic effect of the 
limit of vanishing shear rate: identi fying the regime of accu
mulated strain where transient effects are largest, we found 
YT= 0.0 I from the small-shear-rate regime discussed above. 
However, at larger shear rates, this regime shifts to almost 
YT= 0. 1; these are the 10% strain corresponding to a typical 
localization length of hard-core particles in the glass, argued 
for in Ref. [ I]. 

For the mean-squared displacements, vi a Eq . (25), a very 
s imil ar disc Ll ss ion holds, as exemplifi ed by Fig. 5. The quali
tative di fferences between equilibrium, transient, and steady
state MSD curves is the same as for the corre lators (although 
now, for obvious reasons, the functions increase, rather than 
decrease, with increasing tlV ro r fi xed T). The behavior is also 
in qualitative agreement wi th experimental and computer
simulation results of Ref. [ I]. However, there, an intriguing 
super-diffusive regime fo r the transient MSD was observed 
which is mi ssing in our schematic model. It can be argued 
that this is due to Eq . (30), where we model the memory 
kernel of the MSD by a strictly positive function ;nS(a), 
whereas the true memory kernel leading to a superdiffusive 
regime should exhibit a small time window of negati ve val
ues. Indeed, superdiffusive behavior was found in Ref. [ I] to 
be connected with the stress overshoot phenomenon (not 
modeled in our schematic approach) that was argued to enter 
iiiS(a ) via a generalized Stokes-Einstein approximation. 
Thus, the qualitative agreement of the tlV-evolution of MSD 
curves between our model and the simulation data highlights 
that the superdi ffusive motion is not necessarily connected to 
the physics of cross ing over from equilibrium to steady state 
afte r sw iLching on shear fl ow. 

V. COMPARISON WITH COMPUTER SIMULATION 

We now turn to a discussion of the waiting time depen
dence of C1) T) as found in computer simulation. 



We firsl report the findin gs from it slochaslic-dynamics 
computer simulation for a two-dimensional system of N 
= 1000 hard disks. To avoid crystallization, an equimolar bi
nary mixture with diameters (r= I (taken as the unit length) 
and 1.40' is chosen; this is the same system as studied earlier 
in steady state [30]. The number density is conveniently ex
pressed as the packing (area) fraction of the system cpo Pre
vious simulations found a glass transition at packing frac
tions around cp = 0.8. 

The simulation is modeled after the so-called event-driven 
Brownian-dynamics (ED-BD) algorithm [3l J; this algorithm 
provides an approximate solution to the stochastic differen
tial equation underlying Eq. (4) without shear flow, 

0 =- I;dx+dP, (31) 

where x is the co nfi gurati on-space vector dcsc ribing the par
ticle positions, C is a fri ction codlicient and P is a random 
whitc- noise force obey ing th e rluc tuati on-di ss ipation theo
rem, (F;(t)Fj(t ' )=2kBn8(t - t' )oij' Setting the amplitude of 
the noise correlati on to unity fi xcs the unit o f time. The in
teraction among the hard-sphere particles translates into 
boundary conditions that no two spheres overlap at any point 
in time. The ED-BD algorithm is, in essence, a rejection-free 
hybrid Monte-Carlo scheme that works by selecting a small 
time step I::.t, during which a free Brownian particle under
goes a displacement with variance (l::.x2)=2Dol::.t in each 
Cartes ian direction. Trial movcs are first drawn acco rding to 
the Gaussian distribution of that variance, and then corrected 
for unphysical overlaps. The overlap removal is performed 
by assigning to each originally drawn displacement I::.x a 
tangent vector u=l::.xll::.t and a linear curve parameter s 
E [t,l+l::.t]. Particles are then displaced along the tangent 
vectors by a linear mapping from s=t to s=l+l::.t. Whenever 
at some Sc two particles i and j start to overlap, the corre
sponding trial vectors u; and Uj are re flected along the planc 
perpendicular to the particles' separation vector, which en
sures lI o-flux boundary conditio ll s on the sphcres' surfaces if 
I::.t is small enough . Effectively, this translates into perform
ing "elastic collisions" with the £I; and Uj treated as velocity 
vectors . The procedure is continued, taking care of all of the 
possibly many Sc in the same fashion until s=t+l::.t . One is 
th en guaranteed to have a new confl gurali on that is overlap 
free and that the phase space is sampled ergodically by dif
fus ive motion of it free diffusioll coefiici enl Do=l::.t/2 [32]. 

Lincar shear flo w is incorporatcci in thi s al gorithm rollow
ing Ref. [30J by shifting the center of the distribution from 
which displacements are drawn by the known free-particle 
drift term. The translation into elastic collisions as in the 
rl ow- fn:c case still ens urcs ergocii c ity o f the al gorithm and 
can, for small "11::. 1, expected to be a reasonable approxima
ti o n o f the no- nux boundary co nditi ons implcmenling harcl
sphere interactions . Lees-Edwards periodic boundary condi
li ons all ow to malch the resultin g linear veloc ity profil c with 
the periodic images of the simulation box. 

For the simulations presented here, we chose a time step 
I::.t=O.OI , resulting in Do= O.OOS. Tnitial confi gura li ons havc 
been allowed to equilibrate during runs of up to Doll d2=4 
X 104, equivalent to 2 X 108 Brownian time steps . After 
equi libration, shcar flow was in stantaneously switch ed on , 
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Tagged-particle density correlation func
tions from stochastic-dynamics computer simulation of a two
dimensional hard-disk system at area fraction <p=0.79, just below 
the glass transition, and shear rate Peo=O.02. Curves from top to 
bottom correspond to wave numbers qa-= 1.5, 4.8, 9.7, and 14.6, for 
wave vec tors in the direction perpendicular to the now directi on. 
Thick solid and dashed lines are transient (/",=0 ) and stationary 
(t" > CfO ) correlators, respectively. Thin li nes represent different I" 

> 0 as indicated, the dotted curves are quiescent equilibrium 
correlators. 

and correlation functions have been measured for several 
waiting times IIV thereafter. To improve statistics, the proce
dure has been repeated for 300 independent runs at each 
density and shear rate. 

Figure 6 shows the self-intermediate scattering functions 
for various wave vectors in the gradient direction, at packing 
fraction cp= O.7'J, and for a (-ixl:d shear ratl: "1=0.02Dol(? 
(Peo=O.02) . The quiescent correlation functions are shown 
for comparison as dotted lines; they decay about two orders 
of magnitude slower than the shear-decOtTelated ones, hence 
Pe = 102. Different waiting times are shown in dimensionless 
units 'Yt1V' the scaling expected from our theoretical observa
tion s abovc . One rccogni zes from the fi gure the samc quali 
tative trends as found in the Newtonian-dynamics simulation 
of Ref. [ I J and consistent with our theory: the difference 
between the various waiting-time-dependent correlation 
functions is most pronounced at intermediate times, when the 
functions start to decay from their respective plateaus. Fol
lowing switch on, the transient correlation function stays 
c lose to its equilibrium counterpart up to "1r= 0(0.01), al
though deviations set in earlier for higher q. This is consis
tent with the pi clurc thal for rluetuation s probing small er 
length scales, smaller accumulated strains are needed to de
viate from the quiescent state. Increasing t lV , the stationary 
correlator is approached for i11V ~ 0.1 , somewhat later than in 
the schematic model discussed above. This results since in 
the simulation, al so the startup stress O'(tw) approaches its 
steady-state value later than in the schematic model (see the 
discussion of Fig. 8). The stationary correlation function de
viates earlier from the equilibrium one than the transient one, 
and decays slower; generally all tlV-dependent correlation 
functions are found to merge again at longer times. We note 
in passing that the long-time decay of the transient correla
tion fun c ti on could be rilleu wilh a "compressed" exponen
tial function, resulting in exponents f-.t= 1.1, 1.8, 1.8, and 1.4 
for the four different wave vectors shown. In the correspond-
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Mean-squared displacements in the shear
gradient di rection for the stochastic-dynamics computer simulation 
of a hard disk system at area fraction cp =O.79, as in Fig. 6, but fo r 
different Peclet numbers, Peo=2 X 10-2, 2 X 10-" and 2 X 10--1 
from left to right. Dotted line: quiescent equilibrium MSD. 

ing MD simulation of Ref. [ IJ, values of f.L ranging from 1.2 
to 2.4 have been found, increasing with increasing wave 
number [33]. 

Figure 7 displays the mean-squared displacements ob
ta ined fro m the ED-ED simul at ion , fo r fi xcd pack ing frac ti on 
cp= 0.79, but various shear rates y covering the regime Pe 
> I . Again in qualitative agreement with previous 
Newtonian-dynamics results, and also with MSD curves ob
tained from confocal microscopy on colloidal suspensions 
[ I [, ror li xed y, the curves for different IIV all collapse for 
short and for long times onto the steady-state curve, deviat
ing at intermedi ate times; the transient MSD in the simula
tion deviates from the equilibrium curve at Y1'= 0.02 and 
crosses over to the steady-state curve via a superdiffusive 
regime. Determining an effective exponent via the logarith
mic derivative o f the MSD, d log 8r2( 1') I d log 1', for the larg
est y shown in Fig. 7 yields 8?( 1') = 1'1.9, comparable with 
the exponent found in Ref. [ I J for the colloidal suspension, 
slightly smaller than the one extracted from the Newtonian 
dynamics simulation (= 2. 1). 

The results shown in Figs. 6 and 7 are to be compared to 
the schematic-model resul ts shown in Figs. 2 and 5. Regard
ing the crossover from transient to stationary correlation 
functions, the agreement is indeed qualitative. Thi s holds de
spite the fac t that, as mentioned above, the schematic model 
we employed misses the superdi ffusive regime in the MSD 
for technical reasons. 

In the schematic model, 0'(/.,,) > 0 is a monotonically in
creasing function of IIV' We hence get a sequence of decreas
ing C() 1') for increasing IIV shown in Fig. 2, i.e., 

or reverse for the mean-squared displacement. This ordering 
rule is well obeyed by the curves shown in Fig. 6, and the 
re lated ordering 0 1' the MSD is verifi ed in F ig. 7 . Note how
ever that in sim ulations as well as in the microscopic MeT 
the startup stress exhibits an overshoot connected to a small 
negative dip in the transient dynamical shear modulus [ I, I 8J, 
rendering ir( /.vl nonmonotonic as a function of IIV' Hence the 
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FIG. 8. (Color onli ne) Waiting-time dependent tagged-particle 
density correlation functions for a two-dimensional hard-disk sys
tem undergoing stochastic dynamics, as in Fig. 6 for QIT=4.8 , but 
for different waiting times corresponding to accumul ated strains ytlV 
where a stress overshoot is seen, marked in the inset. 

ordering of the correlation functions given in Eq_ (32) could 
in principle be violated for a small IIV-window, compare Eq. 
(23). In particular, C( (1') ror some Ilxed IIV= 0 (0_11 y) could 
conceivably be small~;- than the steady-state corre lator. In the 
schematic model, this effect is not contained. 

However, as shown by Fig. 8, our simulation indeed indi
cates such a crossing of correlators as a function o f IIV' Here, 
waiting times were chosen to sample the YtIV region around 
the stress overshoot. For IIV corresponding to the maximum 
stress, C( (1') is found to fa ll below the stationary correlator, 
whil e thi~' is not the case for smaller IIV' While le nding cred
ibility to our approximations, Fig . 8 also indicates that the 
approximation in Eq. (23) of factorizing O'(lw) is a n oversim
plifi cati on. For exam ple at Yt IV = 0 .04, the startup stress mea
sured in the simulation reaches its steady-state va lue for the 
first time, beforc entcrin g thc ovcrshoot reg ion. ancI still, th l.! 
corresponding correlator C( (1') differs from the stationary 
CA1'). IV 

T he absence of the stress overshoot in our schematic 
model also implies that the steady state is reached earlier; 
waiting times of the order YtIV = 0.1 were suffi cie nt to cnter 
the stationary regime in Fig. 2. In the simulation, the corre
sponding t lV are slightly larger, since one has to wait for the 
stress-overshoot region to be surpassed . The latter causes the 
transient correlation functions to approach the steady-state 
ones only for Ytw = 1. 

Motivated by the qualitative agreement, we now turn to a 
more general test of Eq. (23), by checking the predicted re
lation among the three correlation functions (equilibrium, 
stationary, and finitc IIV) for the simulation data. This will be 
done both for the Brownian-dynamics data set just discussed, 
and also for the Newtonian-dynamics simulation data fo und 
in Ref. [ 11, in order to test the generali ty of our approxima
tion regarding different fo rms of the short-time dynamics. 

In performing the comparison to follow, we are burdened 
by the fact that the calculation of C( (1') from Co( 1') and 
Ce ( 1') performed with experimental ~; simulation data is 
quite unstable, due to the roughening effect of the numerical 
derivative and a cancellation of small terms when all corr
elators are close to their plateau values. In the schematic 



model, COCi) and Ce(7) were available with high-enough pre
cision. We, therefore, have to tum toward Eq. (26) and, for 
the MSD, Eq. (27). Although mathematically identical, these 
forms give fewer numerical difficulties, as the differentiation 
can be replaced by a much smoother numerical integration. 
Unfortunately, this makes the procedure somewhat less intui
tive: given Ce( 7) and C1 (7) for some tw, we can now calcu
late the transient correlator Co( 7) but will, due to the nature 
of the approximations involved or due to numerical inaccu
racies, get differing predictions for Co( 7) from different two 
This will thus test the accuracy of our approximations for 
different tlV' 

In addition, a(tw) appearing in Eqs. (26) and (27) is in 
general not known or easily determined. However, for small 
til" it can be replaced by its first order expansion, and we 
have a parameter-free prediction for Co( 7) out of Ce( 7) and 
C1 (7) that we test in the next section. After that, we tum to 
th~' case tw -} x, to demonstrate with 0'( x) taken as a (wave
vector independent) fit parameter the qualitative agreement 
of our result with the data. 

A. Small waiting times 

Figure 9 demonstrates the quality of our approximation, 
Eq. (23), for small waiting times, where a(t\V>=tw+O(t~) 
holds. Both Brownian dynamics and MD simulation results 
were used to probe the relation among the three correlator 
types via Eq. (26). For the ED-BD simulation, the density is 
given by <p=O.79, and Peo=O.02, as in Fig. 6. For the MD of 
N=I600 particles, the temperature is given by T=O.l4 (close 
to the glass transition on the fluid side) and yv(mif)/€=6 
X 10-4, where 10 sets the particle interaction strength, see Ref. 
[IJ for details. Note that in the figure. several wave vectors q 
in the gradient direction were chosen. Recall that in Eqs. (23) 
and (26), the wave-vector dependence is only implicit 
through that of Ce( 7) and C1 (7). Since the projection onto 
stresses becomes exact for s~'~ll waiting times, see Eq. (17), 
Fig. 9 shows explicitely the accuracy of our approximation 
for the waiting time derivative, Eq. (21). Noting that this 
approximation was central for the derivation of nontrivial 
fluctuation-dissipation-ratios in Refs. [12,16] gives strong 
support for the validity of the results found there: Fig. 9 
points out that this approximation captures well the observ
able dependence, at least for the tagged-particle correlation 
functions we study. Let us emphasize again, that for this 
comparison, no free parameter appears in the equations, as 
a(t",) = I holds for tagged-particle density fluctuations, and 
ir(t",) can be expanded to first order in two Nevertheless, both 
ED-BD and MD simulation data for the transient correlation 
function show excellent agreement with the curve calculated 
via Eq. (26). 

A similarly good agreement is found for the mean-squared 
displacements in the directions perpendicular to the shear 
flow, as demonstrated by Fig. 10, again for both Brownian 
dynamics and MD simulation. In the latter, to improve sta
tistics, the MSD has been averaged over both the y and z 
direction. Note that Eq. (25) holds for any direction perpen
dicular to the flow and hence also for sums (averages) of 
different directions. The figure in particular highlights that 
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FIG. 9. (Color online) (a) Parameter-free calculation of the tran
sient correlation function from Eq. (26) from event-driven 
Brownian-dynamics (EO-BO) computer simulation of hard disks: 
dotted and dashed lines are the equilibrium and smail-til' correlation 
functions, respectively, at Pe= 100, Peo=0.02, and Ytw=O.OIO, with 
parameters as in Fig. 6. Solid lines indicate the resulting Iw=O tran
sient as calculated from the approximation, Eq. (26), while symbols 
show the corresponding curves determined from computer simula
tion directly. (b) Same calculation, but for molecular-dynamics 
(MO) simulation data of Ref. [I], for a 30 binary soft-sphere mix
ture at Pe= 103, Ytw=0.017, and wave vector magnitudes qu·=2.3, 
6.0, and 12.3 (top to bottom) in the gradient direction. 

the failure to reproduce superdiffusive MSDs is completely 
within the schematic model we chose to illustrate the equa
tions in Sec. IV. Similar to above, the approximation for the 
waiting time derivative contained in Eq. (25) was central in 
deriving the nonequilibrium Einstein relation, Ref. [34]. The 
accuracy of this approximation as shown in Fig. 10 hence 
supports the relations found there. 

B. Large waiting times 

Having verified that Eqs. (23) and (25) give a quantita
tively correct account for the relation between equilibrium, 
waiting-time dependent, and transient correlation function 
for short waiting times, we now tum to the tIV --I x limit, 
investigating the relationship between stationary, equilib
rium, and transient dynamics. We again follow the route out
lined above, i.e., we determine the transient correlation func
tions and mean-squared displacements from the simulated 
equilibrium and stationary ones via Eqs. (26) and (27), and 
compare to the simulated transient correlation function in 
order to test the validity of our approach. 
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Parameter-free calculation of transient 
mean-squared displacements from equilibrium and small-t", data via 
Eq. (27), parameters and symbols as in Fig. 9. (a) ED-BD computer 
simulation. (b) MD computer simulation. 

To continue we then need 0'( x) entering our relation; this 
quantity could in principle be calculated following its defi
nition in Eq. (14). In practice, we will use 0'( x) as a fit 
parameter, noting that it should be q-independent (in general 
J-independent) to be meaningful. 

For the Brownian dynamics data (choosing the same state 
point and shear rate as in the small-tw test above), we tlnd 
y5( x) =0.04 to give very satisfying results, shown in Fig. II. 
For the molecular-dynamics simulation data, yif( x) =0.12 
was tltted differently, as the parameter will depend not only 
on the shear rate but also the details of the interaction poten
tial. Stationary correlators have been obtained from the simu
lation after Ytw= I, where no significant further change with 
tw was observed. As expected from the nature of our approxi
mation, which decouples two time dependences and is hence 
better for small tw , the agreement for the simulated and the 
calculated transient correlator is still very good, but some
what less precise than in Fig. 9. Deviations in the compari
son with Brownian dynamics simulation data are most pro
nounced for large q, where the predicted decay of the 
transient correlation function is too slow. 

For the molecular-dynamics data, larger deviations occur, 
as exemplified in the lower panel of Fig. II. The same quali
tative trend with wave number holds as in the comparison 
with the ED-BD simulation, but the curve shape predicted 
for decay of the transient correlation function from the sta
tionary one is markedly different from the one observed, 
especially in the initial decay from the plateau. Hence, while 
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FIG. 11. Calculation of the transient correlation function from 
equilibrium and steady state via Eq. (26). Symbols and parameters 
are as in Fig. 9, but with the small-t", curve replaced by the tw 
--; x steady-state one. The parameter O'(x) from Eq. (29) has been 
fitled. (a) Comparison with ED-BD computer simulation data with 
1'O'(X) =0.04. (b) Comparison with MD computer simulation data 
with 1'O'(x)=0.12. 

our approximation seems to hold for both ED-BD and MD 
equally well when applied with small enough waiting times, 
as in Fig. 9, it is more adapted to ED-BD when applied with 
large two Let us point out that the time scale for the relaxation 
of the transient correlator is captured well in our approxima
tion although it differs appreciably from the one of the sta
tionary correlator at the larger q shown. The difference be
tween stationary and transient correlation functions in our 
theory is proportional to the parameter 0'( yo). Changing it 
e.g., to smaller values gives transient functions which are 
closer to the stationary ones in Figs. 11 (and also Fig. 12, see 
below). 

A similar picture arises from the MSD in the gradient 
direction perpendicular to the shear flow, shown again for 
both ED-BD and MD in Fig. 12. As in Fig. 11, we have 
chosen Ytl<'= I (ED-BD) and Ytw=0.25 (MD) to approximate 
the stationary MSD in the simulations. The transient MSDs 
have been calculated using Eq. (27), keeping the iit param
eter 5(x) fixed as determined from the comparison of the 
correlation functions above. The agreement is then seen to be 
qualitative again, with some quantitative deviations mostly 
regarding the logarithmic slope of the MSD at intermediate 
times. These deviations are larger for the MD data than for 
the ED-BD, and it will be interesting to explore further these 
differences in the waiting-time dependent evolution of 
sheared systems obeying different types of short-time dy
namics. 
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FIG. 12. Calculation of transient mean-squared displacements in 
the gradient direction from equilibrium and stationary curves via 
Eq. (27) with ir(x)-values as in Fig. 11. Curves correspond to the 
parameters as in Fig. II. A dash-dotted line indicates a unit slope 
corresponding to diffusive motion. (a) ED-BD computer simulation. 
(b) MD computer simulation. 

It appears that, while for the transient dynamics at small 
t lV , possibly qualitative differences are found between MD 
and BD (see the discussion above in conjunction with Fig. 
11), this does not seem to be the case for either the quiescent 
or the stationary case-the latter exemplified by the qualita
tive similarity of the large-tlV curves in Fig. 12. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

We have presented an approximate connection among the 
different dynamical two-point correlation functions charac
terizing the nonequilibrium dynamics following a sudden 
commencement of linear shear flow. It describes the evolu
tion from the preshear equilibrium state to the stationary 
state attained under shear after sufficiently long waiting 
times. 

The approximations have been derived following the 
integration-through transients procedure as a general tool to 
evaluate averages involving the unknown nonequilibrium 
distribution function in terms of history integrals over the 
known equilibrium one. ITT is exact in principle, but in 
evaluating the two-time three-point correlation functions, we 
are forced to introduce approximations. Here, we have made 
the assumption that the dynamical variables whose evolution 
we are interested in, are, in their evolution from equilibrium 
to steady state, dominated by an overlap with the micro-

scopic stress tensor, or more generally the quantity arising 
from applying the nonequilibrium part of the time-evolution 
operator to the distribution function. 

An analysis of two different sets of computer simulation 
data close to the glass transition for various wave numbers, 
shear rates, and waiting times suggests that our approxima
tive formulas do indeed capture the essential features of the 
dynamical evolution from equilibrium to steady state. To test 
the generality of the discussed effects with respect to differ
ent short-time dynamics and dimensionality, we both ana
lyzed previous three dimensional Newtonian molecular dy
namics data and performed two dimensional ED-BD 
simulations leading to diffusive (overdamped stochastic) 
short-time motion. 

We have made plausible the approximations by referring 
to a schematic model of mode-coupling theory that allows to 
calculate all the desired quantities numerically with high pre
cision. The theoretical predictions are seen to broadly agree 
with previous results on both molecular-dynamics computer 
simulations and on colloidal experiments reported in Ref. 
[I], and also with the hard-sphere stochastic-dynamics simu
lations we performed. As a general trend, the transient cor
relation functions follow the equilibrium ones for times up to 
yr= 0.01; after this strain is reached, they deviate and decay 
much more rapidly in the regime of high-dressed Peclet 
numbers we are interested in. For the tagged-particle density 
correlation functions, the deviation sets in earlier for larger 
wave number (tested in the gradient direction). For smaller 
Pe (or in the case of the MSD), the decisive strain is closer to 
yr= 0.1: as mentioned before [1], this value is suspiciously 
close to a typical particle localization length, supporting the 
picture that the steep decay of the transient correlation func
tion marks the breaking of nearest-neighbor cages under 
shear. As the waiting time tlV increases, this steep decay, 
found to be superexponential in our model, broadens to settle 
on the tlV -.:x: stationary limit for waiting times of 'Yt1V = 1. 
For most cases, this gives rise to an ordering of tlV-dependent 
correlators, with the transient, tlV=O, correlator being the 
largest (i.e., slowest), and the stationary, t lV= GC, correlator 
being the smallest (i.e., fastest) in an intermediate window of 
rescaled times yr. However, this ordering is violated for 
waiting times corresponding to strains 'Ytw where a non
monotonic variation is observed in the shear stress after star
tup, the so called stress overshoot. Our approximation recov
ers this subtlety. 

As a side note, it should be mentioned that in the case of 
switching on steady shear, the waiting-time dependent corre
lation functions are found to all decay on time scales of 
0(1/1') when leaving the linear-response regime, i.e., when 
Pe?> 1. This is in notable difference to waiting-time depen
dences usually discussed in the aging dynamics of glasses 
following a sudden temperature quench or in soft-matter sys
tems [35-37], where the final relaxation time strongly in
creases as a function of increasing t lV, giving rise to an or
dering of correlators that is the reverse of what we discussed 
here. 

Let us remark that our schematic-model analysis suggests 
to discuss the peculiarities of the transient dynamics in col
loidal and noncolloidal systems in separate aspects: for both 
types of short-time motion "compressed exponential" relax-



ation is found in simulations, which in colloidal systems can 
be seen as the hallmark of nonequilibrium dynamics (as the 
equilibrium dynamics is confined to show at most exponen
tial relaxation for any correlation function as long as only 
structural relaxation is involved). In fact, the nonequilibrium 
steady-state dynamics according to our observations is again 
better described by pure exponentials, so that the compressed 
exponentials may be the signature of nonequilibrium and 
non-stationary relaxation. This faster-than-exponential relax
ation does, however, not directly translate into a super
diffusive (or even ballistic) regime in the mean-squared dis
placement, another feature observed in simulations on both 
types of system. As already investigated in detail in Ref. [I J, 
this latter feature can arise independently and can be con
nected to the stress overshoot by appeal to the Stokes
Einstein argument. 

The mechanism by which the dynamics evolves from 
equilibrium via transient to stationary dynamics appears to 
have aspects that are independent on the details of the short
time motion: The points in time where deviations are first 
seen from the equilibrium correlator, and last seen with re
spect to the steady state, are determined by the total accumu
lated strain yr, the decisive value of YT= 0.1 can be argued 
to be a purely structural property (viz. a dimensionless cage 
size). We reiterate that this generality in the evolution from 
equilibrium to steady state does not mean that an equally 
strong statement holds as it does in equilibrium, where the 
long-time part of the dynamics itself is independent on the 
type of short-time dynamics. In fact, analyzing mean-squared 
displacements and tagged-particle density-correlation func
tions from both ED-BD and MD simulations, the MD ones 
appear to show a somewhat stronger transient effect than the 
ED-BD ones. Determining effective exponents for the MSD 
(from a logarithmic derivative), the MD data gives larger 
deviations from sub-diffusive structural relaxation. The 
compressed-exponential exponents obtained from the inco
herent scattering function can be significantly larger than 2 in 
MD, but remain below 2 for the ED-BD data we analyzed. 
This occurs in a time window, where for the quiescent sys
tem structural relaxation prevails, and where one thus ex
pects universal aspects of slow relaxation that are indepen
dent of the short-time dynamics. It should be noted that the 
simulation models are different, so that we cannot exclude 
the difference observed in the transients being due to details 
of the interparticle interactions. 

Our approximation correspondingly shows largest devia
tions when relating equilibrium, transient, and stationary cor
relation functions at large q for the molecular-dynamics 
simulation, even though it performs surprisingly well for the 
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Nevertheless, the overall quality of the waiting-time
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APPENDIX: HARD SPHERES 

For the hard sphere system, the instantaneous shear 
modulus diverges, rendering the projector P a- leading to Eqs. 
(13) and (14) ill defined. For a proper treatment of this sin
gular limit, one can use instead 

P (s ) =entsO(T «T e2ntsO(T )-I«T eSltso (AI) 
(J 0 xy xy xy xy 

for some fixed small So. With this choice, Eq. (13) remains 
unmodified. but the insertion or exp[!ltso]P,/so) 
Xexp[-HtsoJ changes Eq. (14) to 

_( ) _ (Txye (Txv ftw ( nts > 
(T t""so - 2nt s ds, 

2so «(Txye O(Txy) 

(A2) 

where the integrand remains finite for all tlV 2" 2so. The ap
proximation thus, in the case of hard spheres, consists of 
coupling the variable f to the shear stress at some small 
cutoff time So. 
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